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Emile Parisien



RELEASE DATE
7TH OCTOBER 2016

Label: ACT Music
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: ACT9837-2 
Barcode: 614427983725
Price: FULL PRICE
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Emile Parisien - soprano & tenor saxophone
Joachim Kühn - piano
Manu Codjia - guitar
Simon Tailleu - double bass
Mario Costa - drums
Guests (on tracks 2-5):
Michel Portal - bass clarinet
Vincent Peirani - accordion

Sfumato

EMILE PARISIEN QUARTET

French saxophonist Emile Parisien is a jazz visionary. He may have one foot in that ancient soil, but his gaze is firmly
fixed on the future. The leading French newspaper Le Monde has called him “the best new thing that has happened in
European jazz for a long time”. The reference points on Parisien’s personal musical map are very widely spread indeed.
They range from the popular folk traditions of his homeland to the compositional rigour of contemporary classical music,
and also to the abstraction of free jazz. And yet everything he does has a naturalness and authenticity about it.

Parisien here debuts his new band, a quintet including the esteemed Joachim Kuhn, forty years his senior, alongside
new band-mates: guitarist and rising star Manu Codjia, bassist Simon Tailleu and drummer Mario Costa. Together they
traverse through free improvisation, finding moments of coruscating energy, painting emotional pictures in sound, as they
discover the volcanic energy, humour and sheer quality in each other. What results is a group which brings generations
together to create a sound-world rooted in the here and now.

Track listing:
1. Préambule 5:41
2. Umckaloabo 5:06
3. Le clown tueur de la fête foraine I 4:08
4. Le clown tueur de la fête foraine II 5:48
5. Le clown tueur de la fête foraine III 2:55
6. Poulp 7:40
7. Duet for Daniel Humair 3:19
8. Arôme de l’air 8:22
9. Balladibiza I 6:50
10. Balladibiza II 4:22
11. Brainmachine 4:05



RELEASE DATE
7TH OCTOBER 2016

Label: Smoke Sessions
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: SSR1608
Barcode: 888295365642
Price: FULL PRICE
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Orrin Evans - piano
Luques Curtis - bass
Mark Whitfield, Jr. - drums
Kurt Rosenwinkel - guitar (tracks 3, 4, 5, 7 & 8)
Kevin Eubanks - guitar (2, 6, 8, 9 & 10)
Caleb Curtis - alto saxophone (2 & 9) and flute
(12)
M’Balia Singley - vocals (5 & 11)
Matthew Evans - remixer (1 & 13)

#knowingishalfthebattle

ORRIN EVANS

Pianist/composer Orrin Evans' third album for Smoke Sessions Records, #knowingishalfthebattle, delivers the kind of
edge-walking spontaneity that is familiar to anyone who's ever seen him perform live. It is a raw, electrifying date that
teams him with a pair of renowned guitarists who are also, not coincidentally, native sons of Evans’ own hometown of
Philadelphia: Kevin Eubanks and Kurt Rosenwinkel.

Invigorated by a thrilling sense of looseness and in-the-moment invention – an “anything could happen” vibe — the
recording draws visceral performances from the full ensemble, but especially from the two six-string wizards that join in
for the session. Orrin also features the latest in a long line of inspired rhythm sections, bassist Luques Curtis and
drummer Mark Whitfield, Jr., along with up-and-coming saxophonist Caleb Wheeler Curtis and a longtime collaborator,
vocalist M'Balia.

#knowingishalfthebattle shows Evans coming to terms with what he's learned over his years on and off the bandstand —
and more importantly, how to make use of that knowledge. The answer he’s come to involves letting go, forgetting what’s
been learned and trusting the instincts that come along with it. By inviting such virtuosic musicians into his world, he's
asking them to do the same and making new discoveries through a collective act of forgetting. In Orrin’s words: “When
you let go of everything that you've been taught, the possibilities of what can happen on the bandstand are endless."

Track listing:
1. #knowingishalfthebattle (Orrin Evans) 1:01
2. Calls (Carla Bley) 4:53
3. When Jen Came In (Kenny Baker) 5:58
4. Chiara (Curtis Clark) 10:03
5. Kooks (David Bowie) 6:32
6. You Don’t Need a License to Drive (Orrin Evans) 7:16
7. Half the Battle (Orrin Evans) 7:25
8. Heavy Hangs the Head That Wears the Crown (Caleb Wheeler Curtis) 5:41
9. Doc’s Holiday (Orrin Evans) 6:54
10. Slife (Jason Fifield) 5:33
11. That’s All (Bob Haymes & Alan Brandt) 6:07
12. Zeni Bea (Orrin Evans) 4:11
13. #knowingishalfthebattle (snarky) (Orrin Evans) 1:08



RELEASE DATE
7TH OCTOBER 2016

Label: CAM Jazz
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: CAMJ7905-2
Barcode: 8052405142184
Price: FULL PRICE
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Andrea Lombardini - colascione lute, longhorn
electric bass
Michel Godard - serpent, tuba
Emanuele Maniscalco - piano, drums

Diminuendo

ANDREA LOMBARDINI

By releasing “Diminuendo” CAM JAZZ enabled ever-evolving musician Andrea Lombardini to seek a unique timbric
world. Tuba, serpent and colascione lute are simply the bass versions of the flugelhorn, cornet and lute, respectively.
Their texture unfolds into a captivating, kaleidoscopic haze of colours and harmonic refinements that wrap you in new
sensations.  Lombardini’s concept here is to connect ancient music to folk music from distant countries and jazz,
stylistically distinguished by its satisfyingly full sound, soft and containing all the vitality of a conflict between the ostinatos
and improvisational freedom, the relentless groove on drums and long notes on tuba, the enchanting solos on Longhorn
electric bass and those on piano, the ancestral sound of the serpent and the ancient sound of the colascione lute.  The
particular nature of the instruments played here is emphasised by jazz-flavoured drums and piano and results in an
extraordinary sensory experience.  Andrea Lombardini on electric bass and lute, Michele Godard on tuba and serpent
and Emanuele Maniscalco on drums and piano manage to square the circle of the ancient and futuristic by finding a
common element: the unexpected. 

Track listing:
1.  Bass Dim 0:56
2.  Balulalow  3:56
3.  Black on Grey 7:04
4.  Tuba Dim 1:01
5.  Disclosed 5:07
6.  Feed The Birds 7:01
7.  Piano Dim 0:58
8.  Curly 7:09
9.  The Lonely Man 6:20
10. Diminuendo 3:39
11. Tytbah/Totbap 3:26



RELEASE DATE
7TH OCTOBER 2016

Label: CAM Jazz
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: CAMJ7906-2
Barcode: 8052405142214
Price: FULL PRICE
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Claudio Filippini - solo piano

Overflying

CLAUDIO FILIPPINI

Through Overflying Claudio Filippini and CAM JAZZ are treating listeners to a gem of a piano solo performance, in which
the young artist has the opportunity to draw on his boundless sensitivity to music, without restraints or superfluities. 
Filippini plots the course of such a free flight by simply listening to his inner self and unconditional love for music, beyond
genres and styles. Music is the final destination, whether it be conveyed through composition and improvisation or the
performance of pieces of powerful, refined composers. And so let us dip into themes that can be either sweet and almost
childlike (El Noi De La Mare), rhythmic and sharp (Voilà) or charming in their harmonic design (Phantom Zone) and into
pieces by composers of enduring fame, like Prokofiev (Tales Of The Old Grandmother) or Ravel (Le Tombeau De
Couperin - Forlane), performed with an almost dreamy grace. Then there is all the excellence, depth and cast-iron
expertise Filippini employs in playing Domenico Scarlatti (K 135) or Beethoven (Sonata no. 14, Opera 27 no. 2), on
whom he draws to achieve daring, exciting jazz improvisations in the tracks that follow: Mozart is also detected among
the varying, flowing and modern chords. But in this album you can also hear beautiful, moving little ballads (Mentre
Dormi) or pieces that are built on singable melodic themes woven on stylistically changeable harmonizations (Via
Andante). In Overflying listeners are concurrently disclosed a musician’s soul and the thousand expressive options of a
wonderful instrument, the piano… and thus understand how deep and indissoluble the connection among them may
become.

Track listing:
1. Voilà  4:08
2. El Noi De La Mare  3:27  
3. Haze  5:06
4. Tales Of The Old Grandmother - 2nd Mov.  1:22 
5. Phantom Zone  4:07
6. K 135  4:19 
7. Impro K 135  3:29
8. Le Tombeau De Couperin - Forlane  6:40 
9. Mentre Dormi  3:48
10. Sonata N. 14 - Opera 27 N. 2 - 2nd Mov. 2:22
11. Impro Mozart/Beethoven  2:58
12. Via Andante  5:02
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